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ΝEW NAME AND NEW COMPANY HEADQUARTERS FOR THE GROUP   

ELLINIKI TECHNODOMIKI  TEB– AKTOR 
 
 
The renaming of “Elliniki Technodomiki TEB S.A.” to ELLAKTOR, as well as the company’s 
premises transfer to its modern privately-owned offices in Nea Kifissia, signals the beginning of a 
new era in the history of the Group ELLINIKI TECHNODOMIKI TEB – AKTOR. 
 
The inauguration of the Group’s new buildings on 25, Ermou str in Nea Kifissia, took place 
yesterday and from now on, they will constitute the headquarters of its companies and activities. A 
great importance was given in manufacturing a building friendly to the environment, one of the first 
certified “green” buildings.  
 
Mr. Nikos Chiotakis, Mayor of Kifissia inaugurated ELLAKTOR’s new facilities. ELLAKTOR, the 
new name of “Elliniki Technodomiki TEB S.A.” will constitute the company’s flag in domestic and 
international markets as well as in the Greek stock market.   
 
These strategic movements constitute one more important turning-point in the long-lasting and 
dynamic course of the Group. Having as a fundamental objective the expansion of its powerful 
presence, ELLAKTOR looks at the future with the certainty and the strength ensured by the leading 
companies that comprise the Group.   
 
The Group’s Board of Directors initially referred to its new premises, as a modern and functional 
building, which ensures 700 work stations, with a total surface of 31,000 sq.m. (16,500 sq.m. of 
main spaces and 14,500 sq.m. of auxiliary spaces and underground parking). A particular 
reference was also made regarding future prospects that are opened in Greece as well as abroad, 
starting with Middle East and S.E. Europe.  
 
It was stressed that “construction has been and still remains the body of our mechanism and 
concessions are the big investment, while new activities create a powerful prospect”. 
 
 “AKTOR’s projects constitute the passport to the future”, as it was characteristically mentioned and 
therefore “we feel strong to open our wings to geographically wider markets, in order to give 
pioneering solutions in more complex projects”. 
 
As far as the Group figures are concerned, the benchmark is placed even higher this year, in order 
for the consolidated turnover to exceed 1.5 billion Euros, while for the first time in its history the 
projects’ backlog amounts to 5 billion Euros and is allocated to 8 different countries.  


